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Address SBskin. Smart Building Skin s.r.l. 
Via Ponte di Mare, 91 
90123, Palermo

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SBskin. Smart Building Skin aims at the development and commercialization of innovative building products of high technological and aesthetic quality
able to significantly reduce buildings energy consumption.

INNOVATIVE GLASSBLOCKS

SBskin developed and patented a series of novel glassblock configurations, with the aim to optimize their energy performance.

High insulating glassblock modified through a plastic thermal belt, for outside installations.
Photovoltaic glassblock, integrated with third generation solar cells (DSCs), for outside installations (roofs and façades).
Photovoltaic and high insulating glassblock, integrated with third generation solar cells (DSCs), for outside installations (roofs and façades).

RY-ASSEMBLED GLASSBLOCK COMPONENTS

SBskin developed and patented also an innovative glassblock assembly system, totally dry, for the construction of precast panels for building roofs and
façades, which can be constituted of standard glassblocks already existing in the market or by SBskin’s novel glassblocks.

The dry system drastically reduces installation times and costs, guaranteeing at the same time excellent performance of structural resistance and high
aesthetic quality.

SERVICES

SBskin provides consultancy services for the research of customized solutions in order to respond to designers’ need and specific necessities of each
project.
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